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Project Overview

Copyright Information
All material in this program is copyright 1999 by Spring Lea Boehler.  Although this program is freely available to any school or library that wishes to use it, the author’s name must be cited on the promotional and in-house materials as the creator.  The material may be altered to fit the needs of the individual institutions without further permission from the author.  The author may be contacted at slb@springlea.com.

Introduction
Getting and keeping young adults (YA’s) hooked on reading has long been a challenge of librarians for several reasons.  According to Leonhardt (1996), avid reading has been demonstrated as a factor in scoring higher on standardized tests, acquiring stronger problem solving skills, and writing more clearly as well as other more abstract benefits such as having greater sympathy for other human beings.  Jones (1998) also collected data that presents a correlation between grade point average and percentage of students at each level who are readers.  Finally, Trelease (1989) outlines a strong relationship between literacy and high school graduation rates.
With so much at stake, it is important for librarians to use tactics that will help YA’s enjoy reading and continue to select books for themselves outside of the librarian’s immediate influence.  One of the best ways to ensure a continued reading habit is to introduce YA’s to a series of books with which they will want to continue on their own.  Another strong hook for YA’s is genre literature, such as science fiction or fantasy, that provides a sense of escape from reality, if only temporarily.  Still one more attractant to books is through writing; by creating their own stories, YA’s will become more enamored of reading similar works.  The following program for YA’s incorporates these three elements in the hopes of creating a strong connection between YA’s and books.

Program structure
This program is designed to run for ten weeks, one session per week.  Each session lasts 30-40 minutes, with the exception of the last session, which lasts around one hour.  The program would work well either as a summer program or within the school year as an afternoon program.  Hypothetically, the individual programs could even be run once per month, but this is not recommended since it might discourage regular attendance.  The programs are designed for up to 25 participants, and it is not recommended that this number be exceeded.  The program is designed for teens from ages 13-18, or, essentially, middle and high school students.
There are many options available for who will actually run the programs at the library.  A librarian or series of librarians would work just as well as a guest speaker.  The only requirement for presenting the material is a love for science fiction and fantasy books and some passing familiarity with the titles mentioned.  
The first nine programs will introduce YA’s to nine different fantasy and science fiction book series, five of the former and four of the latter in an alternating pattern.  Essentially, each program will consist of one seven to ten minute book talk about the first book (or in some cases, books) in each series, followed by three to four smaller talks about books that are outside the series but have related content.  A sample booktalk is included with this program guide for the first book in the Harry Potter series. Booktalking is an individual process, so whoever is to be presenting the material should design a talk that fits their style.  For some guidance on how to design a booktalk, the book Connecting Young Adults and Libraries by Patrick Jones should be consulted.  This is just one of many sources available on the topic.
After booktalks have been given in each week’s program, some time will be spent in social interaction with the teens, including the giveaways that will be discussed below.  This is an important part of the program because it allows the teens to add some of their own personalities to the program content.  For example, some teens might feel comfortable sharing the titles of books they had read that relate to the program content.  Others who have read the series for that week may add their own encouraging words about the books.  Whatever the case, it is important for the librarian to encourage the teens to interact during this time in the program sessions so they will feel excited about coming back for more.
The tenth program week differs from the other nine; it is a writing workshop that will introduce YA’s to the elements of creating their own science fiction or fantasy world.  This workshop will focus on some of the main elements of writing such as characters, plot conflicts, and setting with worksheets for each YA to fill out and take home.  The books reviewed for this session are titles that were written specifically for science fiction and fantasy authors.  This workshop will also conclude with a period of social interaction, including pizza and soda.  This will give the program a nice “grand finale.”  
Complete outlines of each week’s activities follow this section.  The outlines include: 
·	a general introduction to each world or universe
·	some ideas on why each series might appeal to YA’s
·	some information about current interest in each series
·	a description of the first book or books suggested for reading
·	a full listing of the books in the series where practical
·	brief descriptions of related materials for the additional booktalks
·	suggested food for the programs
·	a listing of Web sites for the bookmarks
Briefly, the nine series that will be discussed are: Harry Potter, Roswell High, Pern, Star Trek, Alvin Maker, Star Wars, Tortall, Ender’s Universe, and Middle-Earth.
Following the program session outlines are the aforementioned sample booktalk, some sample promotional material, three sample book reviews as might be used in a newsletter article relating to the library program, and an annotated bibliography of some of the sources mentioned throughout the program.  

YA Attractants
Since YA’s are more likely to attend a program that offers something for them other than just a lecture, it is a good idea to spice up the programs with tangible items the YA’s can take away with them.  In this case, the giveaways are food, bookmarks, and a book which is used as a drawing prize.  The food will be a small sweet and a drink that correlates with each series.  For example, during the Star Trek program, the Klingon foods Gak (live worms) and Raktajino (Klingon chocolate coffee)will be served via the representations gummy worms and hot cocoa.  The bookmarks will be a printed list of URL’s for related Web sites for each series.  The book given away each week will be the second book in the main series being discussed.

Potential Partnerships
While this program could function very well relying solely on the library’s staff and resources, it could be made even better by forming partnerships with the local bookstores and grocers.  The bookstores could help generate reading and their own sales by offering a small, say 10%, discount on the series titles featured in the program for the duration of the ten weeks.  Perhaps they would also be interested in providing the books for the giveaways in exchange for having their store’s name on a bookplate in each title as well as on all the program’s promotional materials.  Local grocers might be willing to donate most if not all of the food and drink for the programs also in exchange for a spot on the promotional materials.

Program costs
The costs for this program are estimated numbers only and assume that no partnerships are in effect.  Numbers may vary due to local costs of living and/or inflation as this material becomes dated.  The costs also do not include the purchase of the series books for a library since the books are assumed to already be in the collection.  This should not be a problem anywhere except in the writing series which may not be in all collections.  All of the books mentioned, including those to be given away, should be easily obtainable via Amazon.com or another large retailer.  Those that are currently not in print can usually be found through the online book searching service Bookfinder.com.  Searching for titles is free and instantaneous at this site.

Promotional materials: paper, PSA’s, Web site postings, space in newspapers or newsletters-- $50-100 including labor to produce
Food for each program: $150 total
Giveaway book for each program: $70 total, assuming paperbacks are used
Bookmark stock (Avery tent cards cut in half): $22.95/100 tent cards will make 200 bookmarks
Total cost: approximately $300


The Harry Potter Series

The World

The Harry Potter books by J.K. Rowling bridge two different worlds, the mundane Muggle world (present day Britain) and the magical setting of Hogwarts Academy where students work towards becoming witches and warlocks.  The protagonist, Harry Potter of the titles, is used as the common voice of the reader since he initially hails from the Muggle world.  At the school, magic is taken for granted, as is shown in scenes where learning to make potions can seem as dry as doing long division to the students.  
The sometimes very subtle humor in these books adds to the “everyday” feeling of the school, thereby strengthening the suspension of disbelief.  A good deal of this humor manifests in the unbelievably odd, yet well-cast, names of some of the characters.  These names offer immediate characterization in lieu of long exposition.  Overall, the tone of the books is rather British and matter-of-fact, but it works quite well for the stories being told.

Why YA’s?
The seven books in this series cover Harry’s adventures from the time he is 11 until he is 17.  Having a young character with which to identify is a good draw.  This series has another strong point by having a male as a lead character.  This will attract more boy readers, which is a hard audience to reach.  Additionally, the books are filled with adventures such as midnight escapades, duels with evil sorcerers, and battles with monstrous beasts, all of which will hold a younger audience’s attention.
Teens of all ages should be able to identify with Harry’s attempts to fit in at Hogwarts despite his Muggle upbringing.  His friends at school are also likely to win the hearts of readers as they see little bits of themselves in their mannerisms.

Current Buzz
His series has been on the New York Times Bestsellers List for almost a full year.  Also, there is a movie being planned for release in the next few years.  Even after the current fever has died out for these books, there is sure to be renewed interest as each successive title is released.

Entry Point
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone is the first book in this series.  It details Harry’s exciting history as the sole survivor of a magical attack on his family, his dreary years with his Muggle aunt and uncle, and his first high-adventure year at Hogwarts Academy.  Smooth pacing, intrigue, and well-developed characters make this book a real page-turner.

Series Listing
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
4 more planned

Related Books
Diane Duane’s So You Want to be a Wizard, etc.
Phillip Pullman’s Golden Compass, etc.

Suggested Food
“Treacle” – Since treacle is the British word for molasses, use caramel cubes in lieu of the real thing.
“Witch’s Brew” – Root bear served from a plastic cauldron.

URL List
The official Harry Potter site http://www.scholastic.com/harrypotter/
A Harry Potter fan page http://www.angelfire.com/wi/harrypotter/
Children’s Book Award page http://www.fcbg.mcmail.com/Award.htm
Unofficial Harry Potter fan club *Very good site* http://www.geocities.com/EnchantedForest/Mountain/5101/
International publisher’s page http://www.harrypotter.com/



Roswell High Series
The World
This series of books by Melinda Metz focuses on six teens growing up in modern-day Roswell, New Mexico.  Three of the teens are refugees from the alien spacecraft that allegedly crashed near Roswell in 1947.  The three human characters are almost the only people who share in the aliens’ knowledge of their lineage.
The Roswell of the books has little to do with the real town in New Mexico.  The high school where the six attend has been cleverly renamed Ulysses F. Olsen High, or UFO High.  The layout of the city and descriptions of local businesses, such as the mall, bear little resemblance to the real location.  However, the town’s fascination with its one claim to fame rings true, right down to the hokey museums and restaurants trying to capitalize on the interest in all things alien.
The characters are fairly well-drawn, representing several cliques.  One of the aliens is a popular, boy-hungry cheerleader, while one of the humans is heavily into aromatherapy and another maintains a humorous Web site.  Their problems waver from extreme good vs. evil sci-fi fare to generally mundane teenage angst, but they usually emote realistically.  The one exception, as with many such series books, is in the characters’ incredible ability to bounce back from traumatic events up to and including death.  However, Metz offers at least token lip service in this area.
This is certainly not high literature, but as far as back pocket paperback reading goes, it’s more substantial than most.

Why YA’s?
The main characters are all high school students experiencing day-to-day troubles along with the sci-fi conspiracies.  Many family types are represented, offering much with which teens can identify.  The high adventure and pendulum romances between aliens and humans keep the pages turning.  Additionally, these books are smaller than some of the other series books mentioned in this program and usually involve a bit of a cliff-hanger to keep readers wanting more.

Current Buzz
The television series on the Warner Brothers Network that ties in with these books should keep teens aware of them and interested.  More books are scheduled for publication, and user reviews at Amazon.com demonstrate anticipation for the new titles.  General milleniumism and continued interest in “X-Files” type of stories should also help.

Entry Point(s)
The Outsider introduces the six teenagers who are the protagonists as well as fringe characters like employers, family members, other students, and the antagonist who is a sheriff determined to prove the aliens’ identity.  A fast setup of all the major relationships plus a cliffhanger ending leaves the reader looking forward to the next book.

Series Listing
The Outsider
The Wild One
The Seeker
The Watcher
The Intruder
The Vanished (Forthcoming)
The Stowaway (Forthcoming)

Related Books
The Animorphs series
The Mindwarp series
Replica series
X-Files series
The Real Roswell Crashed-Saucer Coverup by Philip J. Klass.

Suggested Food
Suckers shaped like alien heads.  Available in most larger grocery stores or from The Oriental Trading Company
“Alien Goo” – Green Kool-aid or punch with lime sherbert

URL List
Roswell TV show site http://www.pazsaz.com/roswell.html
International UFO Museum and Research Center in Roswell http://www.iufomrc.com/
50th Anniversary UFO Crash Site http://www.galaxymall.com:80/retail/ufo/

Pern Books
The World
This series, by Anne McCaffrey, deals with a planet called Pern which is in another solar system and was colonized long ago by people from Earth.  Also inhabiting the planet are bio-genetically-engineered dragons, although their origin is not revealed to the reader for many books.  The dragons are an integral part of the stories.  Upon hatching, they bond with humans in order to help fight against a deadly rain of spores known as threadfall.  These spores fall in regular patterns for fifty years and then stop for 250 years.  Within the first book, this peaceful interval is shown as having lulled people into thinking the threadfall would not return.  This shortsightedness is something that is explored in many of the books and helps to showcase the protagonists’ self-reliance and ability to hold on to their beliefs against the odds.
Pern is generally a frontier type world on the threshold of technology until the later books when they suddenly are thrust into using high-tech tools such as computers.  The theme of lost knowledge and lost technology runs through many of the books as the citizens of Pern realize they have forgotten most of what the original colonists knew about making life easier with fantastic tools.

Why YA’s?
Young adults are generally used as the protagonists in all of these books.  They are usually portrayed as strong, brave people who are willing to risk their lives to save the world they love.  Yet, they are also shown as being compassionate and concerned about relationships with friends, family, and lovers.  This mix of action and emotion gives McCaffrey’s characters a feeling of being real and should offer something with which teens can identify on some level.  Additionally, the whole otherworldly feel of Pern provides a great escape from the real world, which is often why teens read in the first place.

Current Buzz
In addition to the continuing series of books, there is a book coming out in Decembar 1999, written about Anne McCaffrey by her son, Todd McCaffrey.  The book will detail Pern’s development over the years.  Additionally, shooting is scheduled to begin soon for the Dragonriders of Pern television show.  Despite the fact that it is not scheduled to air until the spring of 2001, the show already has a strong following in the fan groups.

Entry Point(s)
This series has two entry points, Dragonflight and Dragonsong.  Each of these is the first book in a trilogy.  These two trilogies should be read before any of the other books are pursued.
Dragonflight is more likely to be preferred by boys, even though the lead protagonist is a female.  There are plenty of male characters surrounding the lead, and the book is jam-packed with adventure and a sense of danger.  There is a great balance between character, plot development, and setting.  The paradise-like planet that dragons must defend from threadfall is rich enough to be a character unto itself.  Although the book wraps up the story nicely, there are many aspects of Pern left to be explored in the next two books, Dragonquest and The White Dragon.
Dragonsong is a book of less complexity than Dragonflight but is still a very compelling read.  Although many of the same events as the ones detailed in Dragonflight are covered, they are seen from a different viewpoint and written with such style that they are far from a simple rehash.  Girls will especially like the strong female protagonist and her delightful fire lizard friends.  Because it is a shorter read, this book is recommended for younger readers as an entry to Pern.  The two books that follow are Dragonsinger and Dragondrums, which features a male protagonist.

Series Listing
Dragonflight
Dragonquest
The White Dragon
Dragonsong
Dragonsinger
Dragondrums
Moretta: Dragonlady of Pern
Nerilka’s Story
Renegades of Pern
Girl Who Heard Dragons (story contained in book by same name.)
Dragonsdawn
All the Weyrs of Pern
Chronicles of Pern
Dolphins of Pern
Dragonseye
Masterharper of Pern
Plus one short novel in the edited anthology Legends

Related Books
Atlas of Pern
Dragonlover’s Guide to Pern
People of Pern
Diversity of Dragons
(All four of these titles are co-authored by Anne McCaffrey)
Dragonholder by Todd McCaffrey

Suggested Food
Pie tarts: traditional treat on Pern represented by strawberry Newtons
Klah: Pern’s equivalent of coffee.  Represent with either coffee or hot cocoa.

URL List
Anne McCaffrey’s page with most current information. http://members.aol.com/dragnhld/index.html
Dragon Weyr fan site with music, pictures, and more. http://dragonweyr.dragonfire.net/index.html
DragonRiders fan club, highly organized site. http://css.tuu.utas.edu.au/~annac/dr/index.html



Star Trek Books
The World
The world of Star Trek is something that should be very familiar to most teens through the television shows.  This universe is a future projection of a world very similar to our own.  The events take place in the 23rd and 24th centuries.  The original series (with William Shatner as Captain James T. Kirk) is set in the 23rd century.  What is thought of as “current” time in the other three series, The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine, and Voyager, is the 24th century.  
An element of the Star Trek universe that is essential to its success is the ships.  The shape of the Enterprise is one that is familiar to people who do not even watch the show.  The name was even used for the prototype space shuttle as a nod to the forward thinking that Star Trek gave people to help them reach for the stars.  For many fans, the space travel and the sleek design of the ships is the only draw.  These ships are often represented in the books just as vividly and excitingly as they are on film.
For some people, the element of Star Trek that is so appealing is its diversity.  In the Star Trek universe, space travel has become extraordinarily easy thanks to faster than light traveling technology known as warp drive or warp speed.  Because of this, contact with alien species has become easy and, in fact, commonplace.  This creates a rich tapestry of culture on which the shows and books capitalize by using it as vehicle to introduce contradictory ideas to which the regular cast can react.  This mixture of ideology and action is the hallmark of Star Trek and why it continues to have such a strong following.

Why YA’s?
There is something for almost everyone in Star Trek.  The action scenes are exciting and filled with space battles and phaser fire, which is a continual attractor of teen boys.  The emotional drama presented as relationships between the characters develop over many episodes acts as a hanging thread which keeps regular followers hungry for more.  Many of these characters are younger people with which teens can identify directly.  The predictions of the future and the incorporation of science and computers will appeal to teens interested in these areas.

Current Buzz
Recently, the Enterprise was featured on one of the stamps to represent the 60’s.  As for the shows, the first three series, Star Trek, The Next Generation, and Deep Space Nine, have completed their television runs, although Voyager continues to air weekly.  Additionally, the first three shows enjoy a very strong following in syndication.  There are continual rumors about upcoming movies and perhaps another new series.  Presumably, the movie rumors are based on what most fans take for granted, that there will be another movie.  Paramount seems to show continued interest in the franchise, and the fans are willing to support this universe for many years to come.

Entry Point(s)
It is impossible to choose just one book to represent the entire Star Trek Universe.  Hence, one book was selected to represent each of the four main series.

STAR TREK (original series) First Frontier by Diane Carey and Dr. James L. Kirkland (1995)
The Enterprise accidentally enters a parallel time stream, one in which the meteor collision that contributed to the dinosaurs’ extinction never happened, allowing dinosaurs to evolve into sentience… only to eventually obliterate their civilization through nuclear war.  Trapped in an alternate version of the twenty-third century in which humanity never existed, Kirk and crew must face the resultant aftermath, including an aggressive race of intelligent raptors, while trying to find a way home.
Attractive points about this book include dinosaurs.  Dinosaurs are always demographically popular with younger people, and this novel is Star Trek’s only in-depth look at the subject.  Co-author Kirkland is a palentologist whose idea, as guided by established storyteller Carey, offers a well-crafted story presenting dinosaurs in a unique and non-cliched perspective. 

STAR TREK:  THE NEXT GENERATION Imzadi by Peter David (1992)
A Star Trek love story with a strong time travel element -- who needs anything more?  
Years ago, before serving together on the Enterprise, Riker and Troi shared an intense romance.  Over time their passions have changed, leaving them close friends.  Now, Troi unexpectedly dies. . . but that’s only the beginning for Riker, who must risk everything by spanning time to save the life of someone who’s still perhaps the most important person in his life.
A good working knowledge of The Next Generation’s characters and history enhance the story’s quality, but David is a masterful enough author that the novel may conceivably stand alone to novices.  A sequel, Triangle:  Imzadi II was recently published (1998).
Attractive points about this book include romance.  The plot focuses on the romantic relationship intrinsic to the backstory of Riker and Troi.

STAR TREK:  DEEP SPACE NINE The 34th Rule by Armin Shimmerman and David R. George III, based on a story by Armin Shimmerman & David R. George & Eric Stillwell  (1999)
Originally introduced in early episodes of The Next Generation, the large-eared, profit-driven Ferengi eventually became one of the mainstay alien races of Star Trek, although they often degenerated into stock characters or comic relief.  That began to change when the Ferengi entrepeneur Quark and his extended family were featured regularly on Deep Space Nine.  Ferengi became intimate characters, capable of depth and existing within an intricate and believable social and cultural heritage.
In The 34th Rule, the Grand Nagus (the Ferengi ruler) comes into possession of a valuable religious artifact stolen from the Bajoran people.  Rather than return it to the Bajorans, the Nagus decides to auction it on the open market.  Relations grow cold between the two governments, and soon all Ferengi are dispelled from Bajoran territories, which leaves Quark and the other Ferengi living on Deep Space Nine caught in the middle.  With the menace of full-fledged war looming ever closer in the background, in the background, Quark and his brother must face the despair of growing racial tension and the threat of becoming political prisoners in this powerful, exciting, and surprisingly moving tale of how prejudice can undermine whole societies if left unchecked.
The title derives from one of the 285 Rules of Acquisition that form the foundation of Ferengi society; the 34th Rule states that, “War is good for business.”  (The next rule goes on to suggest that peace is also good for business.)
Attractive points about this book include appeal.  Quark is one of the most recognizable and best liked characters from Deep Space Nine.  The fact that the story’s author (Shimmerman) is also the actor who portrays Quark is a gimmick that garners the attention of both novices and seasoned fans, and the fact that he knows the character so intimately offers a unique perspective.  
Another attractive point is the action.  Although the threat of war between the Ferengi and Bajoran governments takes place mostly “offstage,” it remains a strong and exciting presence throughout the book.  Quark and his brother face take part in overt action at several points as well, such as going “on the lam” trying to stay one step ahead of officials sent to enforce the eviction of Ferengis from Bajoran space, or later when they are forced to work as slave labor in a prison camp as they secretly plot their escape.
The last attractive point is accessibility.  Little or no previous knowledge of the Star Trek universe is necessary to appreciate this story.  Background material regarding such matters as the Bajorans are either largely irrelevant or woven into the text, and most important aspects of Ferengi culture are explored in the story itself.  Much of the story is set away from previously established locations such as the familiar station Deep Space Nine, allowing readers to be introduced to settings on their own terms.  The underlying themes of the plot are timeless and stand on their own, without relying on a working knowledge of Star Trek history or trivia.

STAR TREK:  VOYAGER  Mosaic by Jeri Taylor (1997?)
Mosaic tells the life story of Voyager Captain Kathryn Janeway -- not as a complete and dry biography, but through a series of vignettes that illustrate how her personality and direction in life have been shaped.  Readers are shown how scenarios common among pre-teen/teen readers -- such as incidents of peer pressure, or having a parent whose job keeps them from being very involved in a child’s life -- can shape a person.
It is interesting and perhaps significant to note that many details from Mosaic were later incorporated into episodes of Voyager (most notably “Coda,” also written by Taylor), giving them a more “official” status than is often granted to Star Trek novels.
Attractive points about this book include the protagonist.  Captain Janeway offers a stong positive female role model, especially as written by Jeri Taylor (a member of Voyager’s television production crew who has written many of Janeway’s most memorable on-screen moments).
Another attractive point is the author.  As noted above, Jeri Taylor is very familiar with this character, having written and produced several episodes of Voyager and other Star Trek series.
Series Listing
The books are too numerous list individually.  The following are the titles of the four main series that are based on the characters from the shows of the same name.
Star Trek
Star Trek: The Next Generation
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
Star Trek: Voyager

Related Books
Numerous technical manuals, actor memoirs, and miscellaneous titles such as All I Ever Really Needed To Know, I Learned from Watching Star Trek.
Science related books such as Beyond Star Trek: Physics from alien invasions to the end of time by Lawrence M. Kraus.

Suggested Food
The Klingon foods Gak (live worms) and Raktajino (Klingon chocolate coffee)will be served via the representations gummy worms and hot cocoa.

URL List
Simon and Schuster’s official page for the books http://www.simonsays.com/startrek/
Official site http://www.startrek.com
Yahoo’s category page for Star Trek http://dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Genres/Science_Fiction_and_Fantasy/Star_Trek/
TrekWars fan fiction of Star Trek vs. Star Wars. http://www.go.to/trekwars

Alvin Maker Series
The World
Orson Scott Card presents us with a slightly alternate early America.  Alvin is a young colonial boy who discovers he has a very special magical talent which was bestown upon him because he is the seventh son of a seventh son.  His attempts to master his magic lead him to a deeper understanding of the Native Americans’ bond with nature via the Green Magic.  This Green Magic is a very important element in the books, and is one of the main differences between Alvin’s world and our own.  Everything in his world is recognizable as early America, but is painted as if viewed through a warped lens.  Astute readers will pick out things like William Blake’s double; others will just enjoy the ride through this magical realm.  Far from being a pastoral, this series is rife with adventures and nefarious characters to be overcome, despite it’s simple setting of a pioneer land.

Why YA’s?
This series is a coming of age story that will appeal to young people on many levels.  Teens who read historical fiction will enjoy looking for the subtle differences between Alvin’s world and ours.  Those who enjoy fantasy will relish Card’s descriptions of the inner workings of the Green Magic.  Still others will identify with Alvin’s feelings of not fitting in with the rest of his family and the people around him.

Current Buzz
This series is ongoing and recently had a shorter addition to the cannon in the highly successful edited anthology Legends.

Entry Point(s)
Seventh Son is the first of the Alvin Maker books.  In it, we are introduced to Alvin and his wold and come to know his gift as he learns of it.  Card has a firm grasp on the way a younger person perceives the world and the people around him.  Teens should really enjoy this character, especially in this first book which is imbued with a tone of discovery, both of Alvin’s gift and of his world.

Series Listing
Seventh Son
Red Prophet
Prentice Alvin
Alvin Journeyman
Heartfire

Related Books
Dear America and My Name is America series
Orphan Train series
Any books about Native Americans

Suggested Food
Select and make an early American recipe such as Indian flat bread or Johnny Cakes and serve with cranberry juice.

URL List
	Hatrack River.  This is the official Orson Scott Card site run by the author. http://www.hatrack.com/
Curious Cat’s site.  This is a nicely formatted listing of all the books Amazon offers by Card. http://www.curiouscat.com/osc/
Amateur book reviews of Card’s fiction. http://www.freenet.tlh.fl.us/~bara/card.html

Star Wars Books
The World
In the Star Wars universe, George Lucas takes alien peoples on distant worlds and makes them seem familiar to earthbound audiences through traditional storytelling techniques.  His universe was first introduced to people in 1977 with the film Star Wars: A new hope.  Since that time, there have been other movies, video games, comic books, and about one-hundred novels related to the same universe as the first film.  In general, the books are considered to be slightly less official than the movies but not by much since Lucas has retained so much creative control over their content.
Because the books are so numerous and cover so many different time periods and story threads, it would be nigh impossible to review all of them here.  Hence, this program section focuses on one series of books, The Young Jedi Knights by Kevin J. Anderson and Rebecca Moesta, which cover the adventures of Luke and Leia’s children, as well as other children attending the Jedi Academy Luke has started.  This academy is set on the familiar planet Yavin 4, which was where the rebel base was located in the first film.

Why YA’s?
Media tie-ins are always popular with young teens, especially if they contain more information than was provided onscreen.  The Star Wars books have helped to tell backstories and further adventures of the characters than was captured by the original trilogy of films.  The series of books presented here are especially appealing since the books feature teenage protagonists.

Current Buzz
One would have to be living under a rock not to have heard about the latest movie and two projected films set to come out over the next five years.  Additionally, the books continue to be extremely popular with readers, as was recently demonstrated by R.A. Salvatore’s contribution to the Star Wars cannon Vector Prime, which hit the New York Times bestsellers list.  Additionally, this series has some built in teen interest with the release of the collectable card game, Young Jedi, by Decipher. 

Entry Point
For this series, the first book is Heirs of the Force which introduces the students at Luke Skywalker’s Jedi Academy on Yavin 4.  Most of the main characters are all progeny of the familiar characters from the first three movies, including Chewbacca’s nephew and Leia and Han’s children.  In this book, the young teens discover a crashed tie fighter from 20 years ago.  This was when the famous battle that ended with the destruction of the Death Star was fought.  The tie fighter is not the only discovery in the book, and the second one is far more threatening.

Series Listing
Heirs of the Force 
The Lost Ones 
Lightsabers
Shadow Academy 
Darkest Knight 
Jedi Under Siege 
Shards of Alderaan 
Diversity Alliance
Delusions of Granduer
Jedi Bounty
The Emperor's Plauge Force
Return to Ord Mantell
Trouble at Cloud City
Crisis at Crystal Reef

Related Books
Skywalking:  The life and films of George Lucas by Dale Pollack.
Various behind the scenes books about the movies.
The Dune books by Frank Herbert.
The Mission Earth series by L. Ron Hubbard.

Suggested Food
Chewbacca Chewies:  essentially a sugar cookie with a caramel square melted in the center.  A commercially available equivalent is available.
Aunt Beru’s Specialty:  blue Kool-aid to simulate the blue beverage served in the first film.

URL List
Dechipher’s page for the Young Jedi Collectable Card Game. http://decipher.com/youngjedi/index.html
Echo Station, an unofficial page devoted to all the Star Wars books. http://books.echostation.com/
Young Jedi Knights Page. Nice site that lists the books in order with brief spoiler-free descriptions.  Recommended for readers new to the series. http://www.concentric.net/~beaverdj/jedi/novels/yjknovels.html
Tortall Quartets
The World
Tortall is a fictional country created by Tamora Pierce that exists entirely separately from our own.  However, such as is the case with most high fantasy, many parallels can be drawn between Tortall and medieval England as far as day-to-day living goes.  There is a feudal system headed by royalty, limited technology, and no sign of the printing press.  The one major difference between medieval England and Tortall is that the latter is imbued with working magic and, by the second quartet, is infested with mythical creatures.

Why YA’s?
All three quartets (the two completed ones and the one newly started) feature young female protagonists coming of age and offer much in sword, sorcery, and romance.  The characters are all believable in that they sometimes make mistakes and learn from them.  However, the protagonists do seem to be above average in their magical talents and hold associations with royalty and other high ranking folk that elevate their position beyond what the other young people of Tortall normally experience.  Still, YA’s will be attracted to the characters’ unabashed acceptance of their gifts and the ability to keep their egos in check.

Current Buzz
Pierce just released the first book of an all new Tortall quartet.  Additionally, her other fantasy books set in Winding Circle have been very successful.  A second quartet in this realm is due to be launched in April 2000.

Entry Point
Alanna: The first adventure covers the first years of Alanna’s years at the palace as a mage/knight in training.  She disguises herself as her twin brother in order to be accepted for training, and her problems in hiding her femininity are delicately, yet thoroughly, addressed as are her attempts to match the other trainees in skill and strength, despite their advantages in size and mass.  The plot moves along smoothly and wraps up nicely while still leaving plenty of threads loose for the next books.

Series Listing
The Lioness Quartet:  Alanna: The first adventure, In the Hand of the Goddess, The Woman Who Rides Like a Man, The Lioness Rampant.
The Immortals Quartet:  Wild Magic, Wolf Speaker , Emperor Mage, The Realm of the Gods. 
Protector of the Small Quartet:  
Protector of the Small Quartet:  The First Test.

Related Books
Circle of Magic and The Circle Opens quartets, both by Tamora Pierce.
Enchanted Forest Chronicles by Patricia C. Wrede.
Daily Life in Medieval Times by Frances Gies.

Suggested Food
Danish butter cookies and wassail.

URL List
Tamora Pierce’s Official Web Page with LOTS of good information and recommended reading! http://www.sff.net/people/Tamora.Pierce/
Tamora Pierce Role Playing Official Club Homepage complete with rules for playing and chat rooms. http://hometown.aol.com/BishDraven/index.htm
Of Pern and Fantasy.  This page is devoted to Anne McCaffrey, Tamora Pierce, and the author’s fanfic. http://enchanted.rnrws.com/cyberpetz/pern/index.htm


Ender’s Universe
The World
Both entry point books begin the story in and around Earth of the future.  However, by Speaker for the Dead, the action moves to new planets and civilizations many light years away.  The main setting for the entry books, and the one most likely to appeal to YA’s is the battle school.  This is where Ender and Bean, the protagonists of each entry point book, are run through a rigorous gauntlet of training to prepare them to go to war against an alien species known as the Formics.  The aliens are more commonly called the Buggers because of both their insect-like appearance and because of their thought processes which resemble the functioning of an ant colony.
The battle school itself is a fairly typical board school, despite being located on an Earth-orbiting space station.  It has the familiar dormitory structure with classes of older and younger students with minimal adult interference in the children’s activities.  This, of course, leaves lots of room for school bullies and other conflicts.  The “sport” of the school is the Battle Game, a zero gravity shoot ‘em up where opposing teams try to gain control of each other’s gate.  This game becomes a very important element in both entry books.
 
Why YA’s?
The scenes at the Battle School are very exciting as both boys face bullies, try to excel at the Battle Game, and overcome personal issues of isolation.  Additionally, both boys are young—beginning their stories at ages four and six and ending them just at adolescence.  The books are action-packed and should keep teens’ interest despite their somewhat hefty page count.

Current Buzz
Ender’s Shadow is new and left enough threads hanging at the end to warrant continuing to follow Bean’s character in more books.  There was also a recent Ender story in the anthology Far Horizons.  Additionally, there continues to be serious talk from Card about producing a movie about Ender.  All of the books continue to rank high on recommended reading lists, especially since Card has won the Hugo and/or Nebula for several of the books.

Entry Points
Ender’s Game and Ender’s Shadow are parallel books; they cover roughly the same events but from different points of view.  Ender’s Game shows us the meteoric rise of Ender Wiggin from six-year old schoolboy to war hero.  Ender’s Shadow has as its protagonist Ender’s right-hand strategist, a four-year old street urchin named Bean.  For now, either book can be read first, followed by the other three books in the series and the short piece in Far Horizons.  However, if and when the sequels to Bean’s tale emerge, the books may fall into two parallel series.
Both Bean and Ender are engaging characters capable of holding the reader enthralled until the last page.  However, reluctant readers may want to start with Ender’s Shadow.  Obviously, Card has developed his skill as a writer in the 20 years since Ender’s Game, and this is very evident in the smooth text of his latest work.  Additionally, the story in Ender’s Shadow does not stray into the politics of Earth as much as Ender’s Game does.

Series Listing
Ender’s Game
Speaker for the Dead
Xenocide
Children of the Mind
Far Horizons
Ender’s Shadow

Related Books
Many of the old Robert Heinlein books such as Have Spacesuit Will Travel and Podykayne of Mars.
Isaac Asimov’s Lucky Starr series.
But We Are Not of Earth by Jean Karl.
This Place Has No Atmosphere by Paula Danziger.

Suggested Food
Packages of space ice cream (try the online contact information for the Alamogordo Space Center at http://www.zianet.com/space/giftshop.html) and blue 7-up with an ice ring or sherbet in it.

URL List
Hatrack River.  This is the official Orson Scott Card site run by the author. http://www.hatrack.com/
Curious Cat’s site.  This is a nicely formatted listing of all the books Amazon offers by Card. http://www.curiouscat.com/osc/
Amateur book reviews of Card’s fiction. http://www.freenet.tlh.fl.us/~bara/card.html
Middle-Earth
The World
J.R.R. Tolkien’s Hobbit and Lord of the Rings trilogy are fantasy classics that have always appealed to YA’s.  This is largely due to the careful detailing Tolkien did when creating Middle-Earth.  For example, at one point he changed a mention of tomatoes to read pickles beacause tomatoes area product of the Americas, with which Middle-Earth had no contact.  From his descriptions of the land to his political relationships of the beings who live there, Tolkien’s realm is very real to anyone who visits through these novels.  In fact, several of the companion books to the four main novels are expansions on Middle-Earth’s history and geography.  Tolkien’s books have sold over 50 million copies and continue to be a treasured read for people of all ages who are young at heart.

Why YA’s?
In addition to the much already discussed love for tales of adventure and magic, YA’s love characters with whom they can identify.  Frodo Baggins of the Lord of the Rings trilogy is a younger character who is coming into adulthood.  His understandings of the world around him are not as sophisticated or developed as some of the other characters, so YA’s can come to know about his world as he does.  This creates a potent bond between reader and character that serves to hold YA’s enthralled through the three dense volumes.  As for The Hobbit, even though Bilbo is not as young and naïve as Frodo, he does have a sense of wonder when approaching the world simple because he has rarely left his home under the hill.

Current Buzz
In addition to being continual favorites among YA’s, there is some recent interest in these books because of the upcoming film projects.  The celluloid version features such high profile actors as Sean Astin, John Rhys-Davies (whom YA’s might remember from the Indiana Jones movies or the TV science fiction series “Sliders”), and the sure to attract male audiences Liv Tyler.  The first movie’s principle filming is well under way, and will include some computer animated graphics along with the live action shots.  Release dates for the movies are 2000 and 2001.

Entry Points
Readers can begin with either The Hobbit or Fellowship of the Ring.  The first book details how Bilbo Baggins, a hobbit, comes to be in possession of one of the great magic rings of lore.  His adventures in acquiring the ring and returning home safe keep the book moving along at a swift, steady pace.  For readers who do not want to make an intense commitment right out of the gate, this book is great for whetting the appetite for Middle-Earth.
The Fellowship of the Ring is the first volume in a trilogy that covers Bilbo Baggins’ adventures as he tries to save Middle-Earth from the ravages of dark magic.  These three books are a mammoth commitment, but are well worth the time.  They offer a rich history of Middle-Earth and its inhabitants, as well as some high fantasy adventure.  
 
Series Listing
The Hobbit
Fellowship of the Ring
The Two Towers
The Return of the King

Related Books
The Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis.
The Atlas of Middle-Earth by Karen Wynn Fonstad.
Book of Lost Tales: A history of Middle-Earth (parts one and two) by J.R.R. Tolkien.
Bored of the Rings: A parody of J.R.R. Tolkien’s the Lord of the Rings by Henry N. Beard and Douglas C. Kenney.

Suggested Food
Magic Rings:  fun size packs of Lifesavers or sucker rings and apple cider.

URL List
Official movie site http://www.lordoftherings.net 
Tolkien Enterprises:  owns and licenses use of all copyrighted material pertaining to Middle-Earth.  http://www.tolkien-ent.com
Unofficial sites worth checking out http://www.lordoftherings.com and http://www.ringbearer.com 

Write Your Own Universe
The final week of the ten-week program focuses on teens writing their own fantasy or science fiction world.  Although it would be impossible to teach all the mechanics of creating a believable universe in one 40 minute session, this workshop does address all the major elements in creating a fictional setting and characters as well as providing information on where to learn more about this sort of writing.

The Books Used
Tompkins, D.G.  Science Fiction Writer's Market Place and Sourcebook.  Cincinnati, OH:  Writer's Digest Books, c1994.
The book opens with essays from established authors on various points of refining one's craft.  Then, there are two large sections on the markets, one for short stories and one for novels.  Finally, there are additional resources in the back, such as a list of all national science fiction writing contests and how to enter them as well as bibliographies of award-winning science fiction and fantasy work.  A very handy resource for the science fiction and fantasy writer at any stage in his or her career.
Bova, Ben, ed.  Science Fiction Writer's Series.  Includes the following four titles: 
Bova, B., with Lewis, A.R.  Space Travel: a writer's guide to the science of interplanetary and interstellar travel.  Cincinnati, OH:  Writer's Digest,  c1997.  
Covers the essential science needed to understand space travel as we know it today and the potential methods of space travel in the future.  Distances and times are described in ways accessible to the lay person, and even things such as the Theory of Relativity do not become too complex.  Additionally, if one already knows the science described, the author does a great job of connecting the science to the craft of writing which still makes this a valuable resource.  The book includes plenty of bibliographical references, a glossary, and an index

Gillett, S.L.  World-Building:  a writer's guide to constructing star systems and life-supporting planets.  Cincinnati, OH:  Writer's Digest, c1996.
This is a compact little text that discusses the elements of planetary environments.  This covers everything from solar system design (important since stars are generally the prime source of energy for a planet) to planet size to number of moons to creating habitats and ecology.  These are all discussed in terms of both scientific plausibility and story dynamics since environment can have a profound effect on characterization.  The science can become complex at times but is generally accessible.  

Nahin, P.J.  Time Travel:  a writer's guide to the real science of plausible time travel.  Cincinnati, OH:  Writer's Digest, c1997. 
Addresses the science and environmental hazards of using time travel in one's universe.  Since time travel is still a theoretical possibility in today's world, no hard science can be cited here.  However, many of the major theories and their repercussions are discussed in terms of how they might affect the planet and characters for which time travel is a reality.  Time travel has always been mind-bending stuff since concepts such as infinity are employed in the description, but this book makes the subject accessible to most readers.

Schmidt, S.  Aliens and Alien Societies:  a writer's guide to creating extraterrestrial life-forms. Cincinnati, OH:  Writer's Digest, c1995.
Focuses on the population of an alien world.  Included are entries on language, music, culture, and physiology which are all reactive to the environment.  The science is less heavily employed than in the other three books, but this is not a detraction from the quality of the writing, merely a bi-product of the subject matter.

The Food
Pizza and soda pop.

Other Resources
More reviews of science fiction and fantasy writing resources can be found at:  http://slim2.emporia.edu/students/boehler/813/
The following worksheets are designed for the students to use during and after the workshop as guidelines to help them get started in their universe and story creation.  These are only guidelines, and the students should be made aware of this fact.  When it comes to science fiction and fantasy writing, the more rules one breaks, the better.

Character Worksheet
Name:
Age:		Gender:		Height:		Weight:
Eyes:	Hair:		Species:
Birthplace:
Lives Now:
Occupation:		Special skills:

Pets:			Hobbies:

Family History:

Friends and Dating:

Most noble trait:
Biggest fault:
Does character have weapons?	Computers?	A vehicle?
	If so, what kinds?

What is character’s place in society?

Setting Worksheet
Place name:
Starting year for story in local time:
	Relevant to Earth:
If time travel will be used--
What other years will be included?
How does time travel work:	cryogenic freezing	machine	magic	relativistic speeds		other

Environmental dangers to the protagonist:

Local inhabitants:		none			plants only
					plants/animal	intelligent species
If inhabited by intelligent species, tell more about their:
	Level of technology:
	Language:
	Culture (Art, music, etc.):
	Weaponry:
	Attitudes towards strangers:
	Strange local customs:

Plot Worksheet
Protagonist:
Point of view--	1st person		3rd person limited
				2nd person		3rd person omniscient

Major conflict (Check One)
	Man vs. man		Man vs. nature
	Man vs. self		Man vs. fate
	Man vs. machine	Man vs. animal

Minor conflicts (Check all that apply)
	Man vs. man		Man vs. nature
	Man vs. self		Man vs. fate
	Man vs. machine	Man vs. animal
Describe conflicts:

How are conflicts resolved?

If there is one, describe the antagonist as well as the relationship between the antagonist and protagonist at the beginning of the story and at the end:

Sample Booktalk

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 

[Speaker breezes into room after suitably theatrical pause following her introduction.  Speaker wears black dress topped with witch’s hat and cap and carries a small plastic cauldron filled with caramel candies and the Harry Potter book.  She hides a wand in one of the folds of her cape.] 
Sorry I’m late!  I had a little trouble with my broomstick on the way in.  [Pauses and looks around at faces in audience.]  Oh, bit I see you are all Muggles!  You wouldn’t understand about broomsticks.  [Sighs] 
Well, I can see that I’m going to have to start at the beginning.  My name is Professor McGonagall and I’m here today to talk to you about [Lowers voice dramatically and whips out wand] magic! 
I work at Hogwarts Academy over in England.  We are one of the finest and oldest witch and warlock schools in
the world.  And right now, we are very fortunate and proud to have as one of our students the most famous Harry Potter!  [Looks around at audience again.]  Ah, I can see some of you Muggles have even heard of him, probably from one of the books that have been written about his life, such as this one [Takes out book] Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. 
This book is first in a series of seven about our Mr. Potter, and it tells all about how he came to be at Hogwarts Academy and how he spent his first year there.  Harry’s father was a very powerful warlock, although his mother was Muggle-bred like yourselves.  But I suppose, being Muggles, you don’t have any idea what the word means.  A “Muggle” is a person who does not have any magic. 
Anyhow, Harry’s father was unfortunate enough to have as an enemy the evil Dark Lord named--well, no one likes to say the word out loud, so we just call him He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named.  So, this evil warlock attacked the Potters and killed both of Harry’s parents.  Somehow--no one knows quite how—Harry survived the attack even though he was just a baby, suffering only a scar on his forehead in the shape of a lightning bolt.  Just after that, He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named disappeared mysteriously. 
Well, myself and another professor from Hogwarts called Dumbeldore took Harry to his Aunt and Uncle’s house to be raised there.  Those folks, whose last name was Dursley, and their horrible son are the worst bunch of Muggles you’d ever want to meet!  Oh, no offense to you all of course.  Ten years go by in misery for poor Harry in this house, and you can read all about them in this book.  Finally, the day of his eleventh birthday drew near. 
On this day, another man who works at our school named Hagrid was sent to invite Harry to enroll at Hogwarts.  Now, you must understand that Hagrid is huge, I mean REALLY huge!  He’s almost twice as tall as I am, and he’s so wide that he has some problems sitting in regular-sized chairs.  Well, when Harry agreed to attend Hogwarts, Hagrid took him around Diagon Alley to buy his school supplies, but first they made a stop at the goblin bank, Gringots. 
[Opens book and reads selected passages from the scene at Gringotts, pg. 72-76] 
So, what was in the package Hagrid took from vault seven hundred and thirteen?  What mysterious person tries to steal it later on?  And what adventures does Harry have when he gets to Hogwarts?  Well, I guess you’ll have to read the book. 
Now, for being such a good bunch of Muggles, I have some treacle here for you.  Well, it’s not really treacle (or what you call molasses).  I couldn’t find any.  But, I did find some caramel, and that’s pretty close.  I also have put a spell on them so they don’t have any calories and won’t cause cavities. 
Thank you.
Extended Book Reviews
Something Old, Something New:
A review of Peter David’s Imzadi

Imzadi, by Peter David, is a classic example of a well-done media tie-in novel.  The book is derived from the popular science fiction television series Star Trek: The Next Generation.  Its four strongest selling points are accurate yet expansive characterization, a unique story structure, high emotional content, and the portrayal of familiar characters and elements in new and interesting combinations.
Imzadi explores the romantic relationship between well-known characters Deanna Troi and William Riker.  David portrays them acting and emoting in ways that do not ring false against their television counterparts, yet he allows them to develop into multifaceted personalities, offering many surprises to delight the reader.  He is particularly skillful in representing Troi’s empathic abilities so that they are a seamless outgrowth of her character and not an awkward appendage.  David also does not assume the reader has any previous experiences with the characters.  He offers more than adequate physical descriptions as well as personality traits.  However, the reader who is familiar with the series will not be bored due to David’s impressive command of language.  Troi, Riker, and the other prominent characters are so expertly rendered they seem to be alive.
The story structure is as equally readable as the characterization.  David’s plot is complex, but not unwieldy.  Rather than starting en media res, David begins the story with events that take place years after the main action.  He then makes use of flashbacks to various points along the timeline to reveal the earlier, staggered events of the story.  To top it off, he throws in a bit of time travel--always appealing to Star Trek fans--which helps to weave a rich tapestry of action, revealing motives and backstories only when they enhance the overall pattern.
Much of the reason Star Trek fans are drawn to the show is because they are emotionally connected with the characters.  David is clearly well aware of this fact as he uses both the characterization and plot to keep the reader sympathetic to the protagonists.  David takes the time to describe each character’s emotional response to the action around him so the reader is never left with ambiguous feelings toward a passage.  Additionally, David’s exquisite use of emotional tension between the two main characters helps the reader stay focussed on the main theme of the book: relationships.
Imzadi’s final strength lies in what is the hallmark of all the fans’ favorite episodes: the removal of familiar characters from their normal environments as an answer to “what if” questions.  In this case, the major “what if” is, “What if Troi and Riker loved each other deeply but were torn apart by their own fears and circumstances beyond their control?”  David explores this question thoroughly, then asks, “And what if all that could somehow be changed?”  The plot twists in David’s answer to these questions move the novel smoothly along at all times and keep the reader always wondering what will happen next.
As one can see, there is much that would appeal to YA’s in this book.  At the time of its original publishing, Imzadi was very popular because the show was still airing and fans desired further exploration of the Troi/Riker relationship.  While slightly sated by subsequent television episodes, this hunger to learn more about the connection between these two characters continues to compel readers to pick up this book.

Flight of Fancy
A review of Anne McCaffrey’s Dragonflight

Dragonflight by Anne McCaffrey is the first book in a very well-written science fiction novel series about a far off planet called Pern.  Pern is inhabited by descendants of Earth-born colonists and sentient, bio-genetically engineered dragons which help to protect the planet from deadly spores that fall from space.  Dragonflight is an exceptional text containing the three elements that characterize nearly all the books in the series: a strong, female protagonist, the depiction of life with dragons as being mundane to the people of Pern, and the in-depth descriptions of the planet’s culture.
Lessa is the protagonist of Dragonflight.  She is of noble birth but has been living in hiding as a kitchen drudge ever since her home was invaded and conquered by the evil Lord Fax.  Shortly, Lessa’s connection with dragons is revealed, as is her true identity.  She leaves her home in the care of its newborn lord and his warden and journeys to where the dragonmen live to “impress” with the hatchling queen.  Thereafter, her main challenges are to prove herself as the leader of the dragonfolk and save the world from the deadly rain of spores.  Lessa demonstrates her competency time and again, but is also shown to make mistakes.  This balance makes her a realistically strong woman with endurance for hardships and the temerity to keep learning from her errors.  This prevents Lessa from being so far above YA readers that they cannot identify with her.
Another important element in Dragonflight is the depictions of dragons as a normal aspect of everyday life.  McCaffrey manages to combine all the wonder of flying dragonback with the dreariness of feeding and bathing the large beasts so that they seem almost as common as horses in a western.  McCaffrey includes dialogue between characters about the dragons that sound very natural and realistic, right down to joking about what work it is to take care of their mounts.  Additionally, McCaffrey addresses issues such as first aid for dragons and what happens to a rider when his or her mount dies.  This attention to detail is what makes the dragons feel like a part of the world instead of just something stuck to its surface.
McCaffrey’s eye for detail also spills over into the cultural aspects of Pern.  She takes great care in painting a picture of everyday life in Pern that includes education, clothing, music, and dance.  She even includes the lyrics from the songs sung and talks about what sort of musical instruments people play.  Additionally, she includes descriptions of food and drink, heirloom tapestries, and the chain of command in the feudal society.  This detail brings Lessa’s world alive for the reader almost as if McCaffrey had actually been to Pern.
All in all, McCaffrey’s lush world is a realm YA’s will want to visit again and again.  Just recently, the series’ popularity was demonstrated when McCaffrey won the Edwards Award from the American Library Association.  This guarantees that these books will be on YA lists for many years to come, and rightly so.

A Small Boy’s Universe:
A review of Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card tells the first part of Ender Wiggin’s life story.  Following young Ender from the ages of six to roughly twelve, Card lets the reader see an Earth of the future as a young boy would.  It just so happens that the child’s eyes he uses belong to an incredible genius and Earth’s last hope in the war against the alien species known as the Buggers.  Card’s strengths in storytelling from this vantage point lie in his simplicity of language, his eye for detail, and his complete honesty when revealing Ender’s emotions.
One of the main reason’s Ender’s Game is so accessible to YA’s and such a good read is that Card does not use unnecessarily complicated language.  Most of the book is told from the limited third person view of Ender.  As such, the reader is exposed to the world as he would be and is shown the way Ender thinks about his environment.  Card makes use of simple metaphors and analogies to describe difficult concepts.  Additionally, when he is in the mind of Ender directly, Card conveys his thoughts in sentences that do not use many conjunctions or dependent clauses.  The reader comes to feel as if he or she is actually in the mind of young Ender.
Because Ender is revealed as being possessed of a genius level mind, it comes as no surprise that he seems to be more thoughtful and observant than the other boys around him.  Card depicts Ender’s insight through the inclusion of tiny details in what Ender sees in his surroundings.  The other characters’ idiosyncrasies, the half-guessed motives of the battle school faculty via their gestures and expressions, and the intricate strategies involved in the battle game in which Ender participates all add a sense of realism and uniqueness to this small protagonist.
Lastly, Card brings Ender to life through his honest descriptions of what the young boy is feeling at all times.  Even if Ender does not outwardly demonstrate his emotions to other characters, the reader always knows if he is suppressing tears or laughter or violent rage.  Card invokes Ender’s emotions very directly through the use of the simple language as was described above.  In this way, Card cuts clear to the heart of the reader and makes one care about what is happening to Ender.
Ender’s Game is a very poignant and powerful book that has been enjoyed by countless YA’s for 20 years.  It has won the Hugo and Nebula, as did several of the sequels.  Although the story of conquering aliens is exciting and compelling, it is nothing compared to the captivating personality of young Ender Wiggin which Card has so skillfully exposed.  It would be a tall order to find a YA who would not enjoy this book.   


Works Consulted for this Project
Jones, P.  Connecting Young Adults and Libraries: A how-to-do-it manual (Second edition).  New York, NY: Neal-Schuman, 1998.
Leonhardt, M.  Keeping Kids Reading: How to raise avid readers in the video age.  New York, NY: Crown, 1996.
Leonhardt, M.  Parents Who Love Reading, Kids Who Don’t: How it happens and what you can do about it.  New York, NY: Crown, 1993.
Odean, K.  Great Books for Boys: More than 600 books for boys 2-14.  New York, NY: Ballantine Books, 1998.
Trelease, J.  Read-Aloud Handbook: Including a giant treasury of read-aloud books. New York, NY: Penguin Books, 1989.


Annotated Bibliography
Introduction
The fiction section of this bibliography contains all of the entry point books for each of the nine sessions.  Where more than one entry point is mentioned, the book with the earlier copyright date is the one included on the bibliography.  The tenth fiction book is what would be the entry point book for another science fiction series, Replica.  For the non-fiction bibliography, the first five books are the ones used during the week ten writing program.  The other five books are ones that are mentioned in conjunction with some of the fiction series.  The three Web sources in this bibliography are ones that are useful in guiding teens to other good science fiction and fantasy reading.  They are not mentioned elsewhere in the program.  It goes without saying that the author highly recommends each of these resources for young adults.  Therefore, no ratings system is used for any of the entries.  Additionally, all the annotations do not reflect any value assessments of these resources and are provided only as a brief descriptive reminder as to the materials’ content.

Fiction Titles
Anderson, K.J.  Heirs of the Force.  Students at the Jedi Knights Academy run by none other than Luke Skywalker discover a crashed tie fighter in the jungle, which leads to the question, is the pilot still alive?
Card, O.S.  Alvin Maker.  Details a young man’s introduction to magic in an alternate America where the indigenous peoples have a relationship with the earth through the Green Magic.
Card, O.S.  Ender’s Game.  Tells the story of a young boy’s posting to a battle school on board a space station orbiting Earth, and how he prepares for a deadly encounter against an alien race.
David, P.  Imzadi.  Reviews the relationship between familiar Star Trek characters Deanna Troi and William T. Riker and predicts a potential outcome of their association.
Kaye, M.  Amy Number Seven.  Discovering that she is one of twelve clones, Amy’s life is suddenly filled with intrigue and adventure as she learns to cope with her unnatural genetic enhancements and tries to avoid being noticed by government spies.
McCaffrey, A.  Dragonflight.  A young woman must find a way to save her planet from an organic infestation from outer space with the help of some telepathic dragons and their riders.
Metz, M.  Outsider.  Six teens, three of whom are aliens from the UFO crash in Roswell, come together for adventure, romance, and teenage angst.  Call it Gen-X-Files.
Pierce, T.  Alanna: The first adventure.  A young girl disguises herself as a boy in order to gain knighthood in the king’s court.
Rowling, J.K.  Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.  With his parents killed shortly after his birth and an evil warlock sworn to defeat him someday, a young boy enters a world of magic via Hogwarts Magic Academy after ten years of being raised in mundane England.
Tolkien, J.R.R.  The Hobbit.  In a mythical realm of elves, dwarves, dragons, and magic, a young man takes a journey to a far off land and discovers a powerful and priceless artifact that imbues him with certain powers.

Non-Fiction Books
Gies, F.  Daily Life in Medieval Times.  This thick book is long on detail and includes first person writing wherever possible.  The text offers deep education about the day-to-day life of long ago, yet manages to remain quite accessible to most audiences, including teens.  As a research tool, it would be hard to surpass; as pleasure reading, it is sure to delight.
Klass, P.J.  The Real Roswell Crashed-Saucer Coverup.  This book offers a deep exploration of the reports surrounding the alleged UFO crash at Roswell, NM, in 1947.  Klass’ deep investigations reveal contradicting reports, falsified evidence, and a lot of general confusion as to what really happened.
Kraus, L.M.  Beyond Star Trek: Physics from alien invasions to the end of time.  By  the author of the bestselling The Physics of Star Trek, this book deftly details the theories behind the technology of Star Trek and other science fiction projects.  Kraus has a knack of explaining deep thoughts in layman’s language, a talent that makes this book accessible to most readers.
McCaffrey, T.  Dragonholder of Pern.  This book (due out in December, 1999) is sure to be of interest to fans of the Pern books as it details Anne McCaffrey’s work in developing the realm.  Who better to write the book than another of her creations—her son Todd.
Pollack, D.  Skywalking: The life and films of George Lucas (updated edition).  Lucas gave quite a bit of support to this authorized biography, and the result is a rich tapestry of his life which is full of details and quotes that help the reader feel closer to the man behind the most successful movie series of all time.

Online Resources
AwardWeb: Collections of Literary Award Information.  This site includes many science fiction award winning titles.  Great resource for readers advisory. http://dpsinfo.com/awardweb/index.html
Science Fiction and Fantasy @ Amazon.com.  This page offers information about the most current releases in science fiction and fantasy reading. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ts/browse-books/25/002-0465076-3374867
Weird fiction.  This page is a one-stop source for series reading and bibliographies of authors in science fiction, fantasy, and horror.  http://www.wands.demon.co.uk/index.html



